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POSI.TRON SPECTRUM FROM THE DECAY OF THE f.1 MESON 

Walter F. Dudziak, Ryokichi Sagane, and James Vedder 

Radiation Laboratory 
University of California 

Berkeley, California 

March 20, 1958 

ABSTRACT 

A magnetic spiral-orbit spectrometer was used to study the positron 
spectrum from an isotropic f.l+ decay. The detected positrons were ident
ified by an electronic technique designed to measur~ the lifetime of_ the · 
muon. Our measured weighted mean value of the f.1 mean life is T = 2. 210 ± 
0.015 f.isec. f.1 

The data have been analyzed according to the simplified one-parameter 
theory of Michel, as modified by Behrends, Finkelstein, and Sirlin to in
clude radiative corrections. The weighted mean value of this Michel param
eter is p = 0. 734 ± 0.022. Also indicated is the possibility that this 
measure~mean value could be higher by lo/o. In this experiment the measure
ments in the low-energy positron region were not of sufficient accuracy to 
yield an estimate of the second Michel parameter. 

Included is a measurement of the maximum positron energy. The 
weighted mean value of this measurement is W:.;: 52.87 ± 0.07 Mev. From 
this value and the simple algebraic relation to the masses of the decay 
particles one obtains a value of the f.l+ mass f.1 = 206'.94 ± 0.27. 
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March 20, 1958 

INTRODUCTION 

Early observations of the energy of electrons from the decay of the 
muon have guided theoretical calculations through the many proposed assump
tions, for the possible mode of decay of the muon. From the experimental 
point of view, the most successful theoretical calculations were based on 
the assumption of a direct interaction between four fermions, i.e., on 

± 
fJ. 

± 
e + v

1 
+ v

2 
. 

Using this assumption for the decay scheme of the muon and the mechanics 
first proposed by Fermi for describing 13 decay, Tiomno and Wheeler 1 and 
Michell have predicted the probable energy dependence of the e± in 13 decay 
for this process. Michel, in particular, calculated the energy distribution 
of the positrons from the isotropic fJ.-meson decay, using a linear combina
tion of all five interactions (i.e., scalar, vector, tensor, axial vector, and 
pseudoscalar) for both distinguishable and indistinguishable neutrinos. In 
this way Michel obtained the following general expression for the energy
dependent probability of e± emission in isotropic f.l.-meson decay: 

P(E)dE ~ 

where K 
1

, K
2
, and K

3 
are functions of the five Fermi coupling· constants, 

i.e. ' 
2 2 2 2 2 

K1 = gs + 2 (gv + gT + gA ) + gp ' 

2 2 2 
K2 = gv + ZgT + g A 

2 
K = g 3 s 

(2) 

E and Ware the total energy and maximum energy of the positron, and E and 
fJ. are respectively the electron and muon rest mass. This transition prob
ability can easily be rewritten in terms of two parameters that are bilinear 
functions of the five coupling constants: 

1
J. Tiomno and J.A. Wheeler, Revs. Modern Phys. ~· 144 (1949). 

2
L. Michel, Proc. Phys. Soc; A. (London) 53, 514 (1950); Thesis, 

University of Paris, 1953. 
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P(E)dE 2 2 ·e 2 )+.·3.i·e(W-E)]dE, [3E(W-E) f "3 pM(4E - 3EW - "' 

(3) 
where pM = 3K2/~ 1 +2Ki and is limited to the range of values 0 < pM:< 1, 

and tj; = K 3/~ 1 + 2K), that is, is limited to the range of values -1.5 tj; ~ l. 

The terms A and Bare constants that depend on the value of W. (Note: 
tj; = Michelcs 't;. We reserve T) so as to comform with notation in Reference 8)o 
Thus the Miche 1 theory predicts a family of pas sible energy spectra for the 
positrons from an isotropic positive muon decay, each of which has two free 
parameters that may in principle be determined experimentally. In addi
tion to these two parameters, two other measurements can be made. These 
are (a) the maximum energy W and (b) the mean lifetime of the muon -t . A 
measurement of W becomes a measurement of the muon rest mass f.l. bg.cause 
W is related to the rest masses of the interacting fermions by the ex pres sian 
W = (f.! 2 + e 2 )/ 2f.l. when the assumption is made that the neutrino rest 
.mass, Mv' is 0 .. The purpose of this experiment was to measure these four 
quantities. 

METHOD 

We succeeded in determining three of these --that is, in measuring 
T , pM, and W. In what follows we deal with details of these measurements. 
I-fowever, a few remarks should be made about our efforts to measure the 
tj; parameter. 

Consider the effect of tj; on the shape of the positron decay spectrum as 
shown by Eq. (3 ), (even though tj;, like pM' no longer has this simple 
meaning when radiative corrections are considered in deriving the transition 
probability, Eq. (1 }. These corrections were ignored in the derivation of 
Eq. (1}). This effect of tj; on the shape of the spectrum increases as the 
positron energy decreases. Calculations summarized in Table I show that 
the difference in the ratios of the positron intensities [1 P(E=10)/P(E=5)]iliQuJ' 
when evaluated at 5 Mev and 10 Mev for two tj; values at the same pM va'lue, 
can be as large as 10o/o. This is a measurable difference. 

Table I 

P(E=10) 
Ratios of Q = P(E- S) for different tj; values 

Calculated ratio for value of Q Calculated ratio for value 
PM at tj; = - 1 to value at tj; = 0 at tj; = 0 to value p.ttj; =+1 

0. 50 1.088 1.070 
0. 70 1. 115 1.086 
0. 75 1.146 1.092 

In our experiment we obtained the ratios from the intensity measure
ments at three positron energies in this low-energy region. The lowest 
positron energy at which measurements were made was 5 Mev. In the 

/ 

of Q 
,.,;. 

.,. 
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reduction of these data we found that the background contribution to the 
measured intensity was comparable to the contribution arising from posi
trons leaving the target. For this reason, and because there is some 
ambiguity in determining the magnitude of this background in the very-low
energy region (Appendix D), we feel that these intensity measurements are 
not reliable. Therefore they are omitted in the presentation of our data 
and no estimate is made of the value of the tj; parameter. 

The measurements of TM' p , and Ware related to the same general 
experimental procedure. Except¥or target modifications and other param
eters that affect the resolution of a· measurement, the experimental pro
cedure was the same. We discuss it here in a general way and present the 
details in the appendixes, 

APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE 

Measurements were made by using a spiral-orbit spectrometer
3 

for 
determining the momentum distribution and a quadruple-coincidence 
electronic technique for identification of positrons from a muon decay. 

Figures 1, 2, and 3 are very useful for the understanding of our 
experiment. They represent schematically the general features of our 
procedure. As shown in Fig. 1, a pulsed proton beam was introduced along 
the magnetic axis of a spiral- orbit spectrometer. It was used to create 
pions in a lithium target that was mounted coaxially with the magnetic axis. 
Those pions that were created with insufficient energy to emerge from the 
target decayed inside the target into muons that in turn disintegrated, giving 
birth to positrons. The energy spectrum from this positron source was 
magnetically analyzed by means of the spiral-orbit principle, as shown in 
Fig. 2. 

The positrons were detected as quadruple coincidences of signals from 
four plastic scintillator s (three were 3 by 3 by -1- in. , and the fourth one 4 
by 4 by i in. ) As illustrated in Fig. 3, counts were taken between proton 
pulses during four consecutive gates each having a 2-microsecond width. 
The star.t of the first gate was delayed by 3 J.LSec relative to a proton 
pulse. The full width of each proton pulse was < 0.5 J.LS:ec. This counting 
procedure enabled us to use the same counts as determined the shape of 
the electron spectrum from the muon decay for a measure of rfJ. (that is, 

3aG M' . 1yamoto, Proc. Phys. -Math. Soc. Japan (in Japanese) 17 557 
(1943) 

3
biwata, Miyamoto, andKotani, J. Phys. Soc, Japan 2, 1 (1947) (in 

Japanese; English translation by Ryokichi Sagane, UCRL translation 111 }. 
3

cSagane, Miyamoto, Nakamura, and Takechi, Proc. Phys. -Math. Soc. 
Japan 25, 274 (1943). 

3
dM:-5akai, J. Phys. Soc. Japan 5, 178 (1950); J. Phys. radium _!i, 570 

(1953). 
3e Walter Dudziak, Production Cross Sections for Positive and Negative 

Pions from Carbon Initiated by 340-Mev Protons (thesis) UCRL-3564) Apr. 1954. 
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the experimental arrangement. 
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distribution. 
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the mean life of the muon). The 3-f-Lsec delay after a proton pulse was 
sufficient to decrease to < 2o/o the accidental background at our highest 
counting rate and largest possible proton pulse. This background is de
fined as the count measured by introducing a l-inch lead positron stopper 
between Sdhtillators 2 and 3. During the course of the experiment the 
me;gnitude of an average proton pulse was~% the pulse responsible for this 
background. 

During earlier experiments we found that the count from our first 
gate consistently fell below the straight-line plot determining the mean life 

·of the muon. This was caused by insufficient recovery time for the slow 
electronics following a voltage overload brought about by secondaries 
produced during the proton pulse. Depending ori the size of the proton 
pulse, such recovery time can be as large as 15 f-LSec. To eliminate this 
problem we used 

(a) a negative voltage pulse applied to the second dynode of each photo
multiplier during the time of the proton pulse (illustrated in Fig. 3), 

(b) a series of pulse -height limiters, 

(c) a modified slow amplifier giving a moderately fast recovery -- that 
is, from 2 to 2. 5 f-LSec after a maximum proton pulse overload that occurred 
in the absence of (a) and (b). 

Effects of temperature variations on all electronic components were 
studied. Components that could not withstand the day-to-day temperature 
variations with_out drifting were enclosed in a temperature- controlled 
atmosphere held constant to within l °C. These precautions eliminated 
drifts and permitted even day-to-day reproducibility bf the standard check 
points we adopted. Ih addition, a continuous check on the reliability of 
the tandem gate circuit was obtained by splitting the pulse from the modified 
linear amplifier, and passing one part of it through a variable gate and then 
through a second tandem gate unit. (This is not shown in Fig. 3. ) A 
variable gate has the property of converting any pulse above a preset pulse 
height into a constant-output voltage pulse that has a fixed shape. Other 
standard electronic tests were made on variations that could introduce 
systematic errors into our results. These included measurements of 

(a) counting-rate uniformity across the surface of each scintillator, 

(b) high-voltage plateaus on each photomultiplier, 

(c) effect of magnetic -field variation on photomultipliers in magnetic 
shields. (This test covered twice the magnetic -field variations that occurred 
during the experiment}, 

(d)cable-length plateaus of the fast-electronics system, and 

(e) proton- monitor plateaus. 

We found that under certain proton beam conditions argon-filled ion 
chamber s4 gave false indications. of the true number of protons. We 

4s ' w· d · R f 3 egre- 1egan type; see e ere nee e. 
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attribute this to recombination in the highly ionized regions of the gas 
resulting from the passage of an intense proton pulse. For this reason we 
used a modified helium-iort chamber in tandem with a Faraday cup. ·This 
"permitted a continuous check of our. proton monitor, which was found 
accurate for variations of a factor of nine in the proton-beam intensity. No 
such variations of the proton beam intensity were allowed to occur during 
the course of our experimenL 

MEASUREMENT OF THE MUON MEAN LIFE 

·The data presented in this paper as a measure of the Michel parameter 
were obtained during twelve different days. For each day the counts ob
tained during each gate were: also added together. From this sum the 
accidental background for that gate was subtracted and then divided by the 
proper time width of the gate. By means of the method of least squares5 
we fitted a straight line to the semilog plot of the results from the four 
gates, and obtained the most probably value for the slope of the linear 
equation that determines the mean life of the muon, T . We also calculated 
the standard deviations of the constants defining the lifilear form of the equa
tion. The mean life obtained from these calculations is displayed in 
Column 2 of Table II as the mean life measured by the counts for that 
particular day. Column 3 of Table II represents the corresponding standard 
deviation obtained from a statistical treatment of the data for that day. 
Basing the weights on the statistial errors as given in Column 3, one 
obtains ;T ·= 2. 210 ± 0.015 JJ.Sec for the weighted mean value of the·· positive 
muon mefn life. (See Appendix E for calibration of time scale.) 

MEASUREMENT OF THE MICHEL PARAMETER pM 

A value of the Michel pM parameter can be determined (a) from a· 
measure of a ratio of the countin% rates at two positron energies near the 
high-energy end of the spectrum, or (b) from the measured shape of the 
positron decay spectrum. Both these methods were used. As will be 
s}1own, the first of these methods is inferior to the second because of the 
greater influence of possible unknown systematic errors on the measure
me nt of this Michel parameter. For each of these methods a momentum
analyzed positron beam arising from the decay of the muon is necessary. 
The momentum analysis was obtained by a new type of magnetic spectrom
eter that permits large solid-angle focusing with good resolution (Appendix 
A). This spectrometer property arises from a nonuniform radial magnetic 
field (as shown in Fig. 4) that is symmetric about the magnetic axis (and 
therefore also about the axis of a cylindrical source that is placed coinci
dent with it). The position of the focus· orbit is determined by the shape 
of the magnetic-field distribution. This shape must remain unchanged if 

5 
Raymond T. Birge, Phys. Rev. 40, 207 (1932); Am. J. Phys. ?, 351 

(1939). 
6 .. 

Sagane, Dudziak, and Vedder, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 4, · 174 (1956). 
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the focus-orbit position is to remain unchanged when the magnitude of the 
magnetic field is varied. Furthermore, in this spectrometer the resolution 
is very sensitive to very small changes in the shape of the magnetic field 
near the focus orbit. With the aid of improved magnetic measuring techni
ques {see Fig. 2), permitting a continuous display of radial position and 
the corresponding magnetic field at that radial position, we have found that 
there were s·mall variations in field shape during our earlier measurements 
of the high-energy region of the jJ.-meson decay spectrum (Appendix B). The 
most significant measurements that determine the Michel pM parameter are 
in this high-energy region. Hence a large systematic error was introduced 
by these variations into the preliminary report of our early measurements. 7 
From extensive experimental tests, which included a study of the corrections 
necessary for the previously reported measurements, we conclude that 
these difficulties were corrected by our reshaping of the magnetic field 
(Appendix B) and therefore did not affect the subsequent measurements. 

Trial 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 

Table II 

Measurement of the mean life of the iJ. meson 

2.208 
2. 277 
2.220 
2.224 
2.224 
2.216 
2.168 
2.184 
2.168 
2.175 
2.146 
2.159 

Weighted mean value = 7 = 2. 210 ± 0.015 iJ.Sec 
jJ. 

(J 
7 

(iJ.sefZ:) 

0.022 
0.045 
0.086 
0.075 
0.041 
0.047 
0.108 
0.072 
0.080 
0.065 
0.081 
0.070 

As shown in Fig. 2, the magnitude of the magnetic field was established 
by the frequency setting of a nuclear fluxmeter that was located in the flat 
region of the magnetic-field distribution. By calibration, each frequency 
setting was related to the vector potential at the focus orbit. We define 
E 1 as the total positron energy that is obtained from this vector potential. 
DEring eac;:h intensity measurement the magnetic field at the position of the 
nuclear fluxmeter was continuously monitored. Our magnet-current 
regulation was such that a drift of only ± 1 gauss in 7, 000 gauss was ob
served during this measurement. From this and the calibration methods 
that were used (Fig. 2) we estimate that the accuracy of the absolute value 

7 Sagane, Dudziak, and Vedder, Phys. Rev. 95,, 863 (1954). 

.. 
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I 

of each E
0 

setting is better than 0. 2%. 

In order to compare the Michel theory with experiment and determine 
the proper Michel parameter pM' we must first modify Eq. (3) to incorporate. 
the radiative corrections that have been omitted from the original 
derivation. It has been shown~ that if one neglects the mass of the electron 
k=O) in Eq. (3) and introduces these radiative corrections into the theory 
one obtains the following expression for the probably energy distribution of 
positrons re suiting from an isotropic positive muon decay: 

{P(TJ)} d TJ = 4 
T 

fJ. 

2 
TJ [I + h (TJ, ~E) - i\ 

1 
(~E)) [ 3 (I- TJ) 

where pR is related to the Michel parameter PM by 

(4) 

(5) 

·Here TJ = E/W, W is the maximum positron energy, and ~E is the accep
tance-energy interval that is used in the experiment. The expression for 
h(TJ, ~E) depends on the type of interaction that occurs between the particles 
during the disintegration process. For our calculations we have chosen 
t~e expre~sion for vector couplin§, w~ich -- to the accu~acy of th: calcula
tions as g1ven by Behrends et al. -- 1s also the express1on for ax1al · 
vector coupling. This expression is presented in Appendix C along with 
tabulated results for different values of D.E. Found also in this appendix 
are the defining expressions <:tnd numerical results of the integral functions 
i\1 (~E) and Az(D.E). Since their values depend on the function h (TJ, ~E) 
they also depend on the assumed coupling de scribing the nature of the 
interaction. 

As shown by the tabulated results, h (TJ, D.E) and, to a lesser extent, 
i\1 (~E) and Az( .6E) are varying functions of the energy interval D.E that 
is used in.the experiment. Tliis D.E energy dependence of h ("T], ~E) increases 
with posi~ron energy. In addition, the resolution of a detecting system can 
be only crudely approximated by a rectangular resolution of energy width 
D.E for one specific positron energy. The ~E width of this approximation 
is not constant in an experiment, (but varies with the positron energy as 
illustrated by the well-kn.own magnetic spectrometer behavior that ~P/P (or 
in this case D.E/E) is equal to a constant. In addition, because electrons lose 
energy by ionization and radiation prior to leaving the target, the resolution 
of the combined system no longer possesses this simple spectrometer 
property. Proper account must be taken of this energy dependence (i.e. , 

8Behrends, Finkelstein, and Sirlin, Phys. Rev. 101, 866 (1956). 
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of the variable resolution width), since this .6.E dependence of h(TJ, .6.E) will 
affect the shape of the spectrum near the end point, and since the Michel 
pM parameter that describes the shape of the spectrum is primarily deter
rrnned by measurements near the end poinL 

Our procedure for determining the proper theoretical curves to be 
used for comparison with our measurements follows. Figures 18 through 
21 in Appendix A illustrate some of our resolution functions. Each 
resolution function was subdivided into varying .6.E increments that corres
pond to the .6.E increments of the tabulated h (TJ, .6.E) functions. At a 
specific positron energy T] the weight of each .6.E increment is given by 
w(.6.E, TJ) where 

.6.E max 

f w (.6.E, TJ) d (.6.E) = 1. 
0 

W'e define the weighted functions h (TJ, .6.E), 
particular positron energy T] by 

.6.E max 

f (~, Ll.E) ~ l . f (Ll.E, ~) w (Ll.E, ~) d (Ll.E) , 

.0 

-·-

(6) 

where f (TJ, .6.E) symbolizes one of these functions. These weighted 
functions were calculated for each T] value. For ~h chosen Michel pM 
parameter we used the weighted functions 1\.1 (TJ, .6.E) and Az (TJ, .6.E) to 
determine pR (TJ, .6.E) for each positron energy TJ from Eq. (5}. These 
weighted functions, pR (TJ, hl) and h (TJ, .6.E), were then substituted into 
Eq. (4) to determine ff:te proper value of the probability function. {P (TJ)} 
at each T] value. In our calculations we used .6..1'] = 0.01 as our mesh. PM 
Following this procedure we constructed the proper family of theoretical 
curves for pM (0.65 to 0.80), with pM varying by 0.01 that are applicable 
to the reductlon of our experimentafa.ata. In what follows we refer to 
these curves as modified Michel curves. 

For each geometry and each p value the expected measured intensity 
was obtained by folding the calcula~d resolution curve (Appendix A) that 
was obtained at each E 0 value into each one of this family of modified 
Michel curves. The term E 1 represents that positron energy that is 
obtained from a measure of ~e vector potential at ,the focus orbit. For 
these folding numerical calcuiations an 0.08-Mev· timesh'i was used (i.e., 
the interval between calculation values was 0.08 Mev.) In this way a table 
of expected theoretical intensities versus values of pM was calculated at 
each measured E 0 energy for each geometry of.our spectrometer. 

Figures 5 and 6 summarize the raw experimental data obtained in our 
measurements of the Michel p parameter by the two different methods. 
These were the data used in T~le II to yield a measure of the mean life of 
the muon. (By "raw data" at an E 1 energy we mean actual counts minus 
accidental background -- previousPy .defined and very small -- per unit 
proton monitor, divided by the magnetic field that corresponds· to the 
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frequency setting of E 0 by a nuclear fluxmeter. ) The plotted errors are 
standard deviations as obtained by the rule of propagation of errors. 

As· shown by these figures, our data for measuring pM from the shape 
of the spectrum were obtained with four variations of the spectrometer 

"resolution-- two of these were changes in target diameter and two of these 
were changes in the 11angular slit 11 E> 1 defined by the detector (see Appendix 
A). Data for determining p by the ratio method were obtained by two 
variations of the spectrome~r resolution. It was measured with one 
"angular slit" (9 1 = 25°) and with lithium targets of two different diameters 
(2- 3/8 inch and 1 inch}. Each point was obtained by combining the data 
from a series of measurements at each E 1 energy arising from frequent 
repeated changes of the magnetic field tha~ covered the listed E 0 values 
for each spectrometer geometry. In the ratio method as many as forty 
resettings and l'emeasurements were made at one energy. 

All our data are in accordance with Chauvenet 1 s criterion for maximum 
acceptable deviations that occur in repeated measurements. A very small 
amount of our data (< 1o/o) was thrown out by thi·s criterion. This amount is 
insignificant and would not influence the plotted data. 

The data from each of the two tandem gates were analyzed and compared 
for possible systematic error resulting from the use of these gates. The 
two sets of data were in very good agreement (easily within the indicated 
statistics in these figures). Since these two sets of data are not independent, 
only one set of these results is used (actually the arithmetic mean is used). 

As previously stated, a pulsed 340-Mev proton beam was incident along 
the axis of magnetic symmetry upon the target. Only those pions (which 
are created by nuclear interaction of these protons with the target) whose 
energy was insufficient for them to escape from the target decayed into 
muons which in turn yielded positrons. All other pions, which escaped 
from the target and impinged on areas that could not be properly screened 
from the detector without destroying the experimental geometry, became a 
source of serious positron background. One is handicapped, in an experi-
ment ~e~suring the Michel pM parameter, by this posi_tron bac_kground. . . 
that or1g1nates from the same decay scheme as the des1red pos1tron SoUJ.·ce, 
because electronic techniques that measure lifetime cannot be used to dis
criminate against iL Since no intense pion beams were available at the time 
of this and another spectrometer experiment9 one had no choice but to 
tolerate and allow for this background. 

One cannot truly measure the total contribution from this background to 
the raw experimental data with the geometry as it is used during the actual 
experiment. Some indirect means are used to established part of the total 
contribution to this background. It is here where the true value of the 
measured Michel pM parameter can be losL That a complete under standing 
of this background m the present existing spectrometer experiments is 

9 Crowe, Helm, and Tautfest, Phys. Rev. 99, 872 (1955); also new 
experiment (unpublished). 
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imperative to a true prediction .of the measured pM parameter is illustrated 
1n Fig. 7 by the data from one of the four geometries used in our experiment. 

In Fig. 7 we replot the raw data shown in Fig. 6, which were meas- ~. 
ured with the €)!'c 350 geometry. In addition we pre sent experimental 
m~asurem~nts above E 0 = 57.5 Mev1-that a.re not included in Fig. 6. The 
po1nt on th1s plot shown at E 0 :::: 57.5 Mev 1s a very accurate measurement. " 
At this magnetic setting our counting rate from the desired positron source 
(i.e., the lithium target) should be zero, because at this f:o energy there 
is no overlap of the two curves in the fold of the modified Michel curve and 
the resolution curve for this geometry (Fig. 20; Appendix A); Showh also 
on this plot are four background curves. One of these curves; indicated 
by b 0 , is the background for this geometry as established by the methods 
described in Appendix D. The other three curves indicated by b. (i :/ 0) 
are assumed background curves that are used to stress the influ~nce of 
this background on the measured pM parameter. Because of their 
importance we tabulate the results on FLg. 7 giving the value of the Michel 
pM parameter that is obtained from a i test of the data resulting from 
subtraction of the chosen background from the raw data. 

Realizing the seriousness of a wrong estimate of this background, we 
have assumed as much as 50·,o/o more error in our established background 

·in the lower-energy region prior to the reduction of our most a.ccurate 
measurements (Fig. 6). (For this reason we feel that we are conservative 
in our reporting of the accuracy of our experimental data by the errors as 
shown in Figs. 8 and 10. That this is probably true for at least the data 
in Fig. 8 is illustrated by the meaning of the results of our X 2 test. ) 

The X 
2 

test is a very suitable statistical method for determining what 
member of the Michel family of curves agrees best with the measurements. 
As seen in Eq. (3 ), we are confronted with the problem of determining a 
particular Michel distribution that contains two unknown parameters ( tj; 
and. pM) about whose values we poss~ss only such inf?rmc:tion as may be 
der1vea from the set of our observations. We may s1mphfy our problem 
to tha~ of dete~n:ining only the unknown parameter pM under one of the 
fbllow1ng cond1tlons: 

(a) when the parameter tj; is very close to 0 (it is zero in the two
component theory); 

(b) for tj; "' ± 1, when the accuracy to which the parameter pM is to 
be determined by the high-energy end of the spectrum is not in tne neigh
borhood of l or 2,o/o. (If there is a parameter tj; = ± l, neglecting it in 
the calculations that determine pM would contribute an error in pM of 
approximately 0.0 1. Whether or not this error is larger depends on the 
high-energy points considered. A positive value of the parameter tj; would 
raise the pM value by this amount, whereas a negative value would lower 
it. ) In our reduction we use the simplification (a) and determine the 
proper Michel curve by solving for the one unknown parameter pM by the 
X 2-minimum method of estimation. The requirement of this metnod is to 
find the most likely PM_ parameter so as to render the expression· 
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2 
X (7) 

a m1n1mum. We limit the sum to only those E·0 values whose measured 
intensities are greater than 2 on the ordinate scale of the reduced data 
(Figs. 8, 10, etc), so as to avoid meas~rements that are greatly influenced 
by the magnitude of the subtracted background. In this equation I(E0) is the 
experimental intensity measurement at an E 0 setting, u (E0) is the standard 
deviation of this measurement, and P(:F?_o• pM) is the corresponding theoreti
cal intensity for a specific pM value. We have previously shown how for 
each experimental geometry a table of expected intensities P(E0, pM) 
versus p was determined for each E·n setting from the Michel fam1Iy of 
curves, ~ calculations involving the tbld of the function expressed by 
Eq. (4) and the function expressing the resolution at a specific E 0 setting. 

Because of the experimental errors in the measured I(E0) intensities, 
SG>me car_e~is necessary in locating the proper normalization factor that 
fixes the ordinate scale of I(E0) in relation to the P(E0, pM) scare before 
Eq, (7) can be used correctly m evaluating the X 2 for a specific p value. 
In only .a few of the many calculations presented in this~ paper was M found 
that normalization by area of the experimental measurements and· the 
predicted measurements was correct, The proper normalization factor in 
our use of Eq. (7) was found by (IBM-650) calculations which were initiated 
by using an area normalization. This resulting X 2 value was then com
pared with a newly evaluated X 2 value based on a normalization factor that 
was slightly larger or smaller than the area normalizatio~ factor. By 
repetition of this hunting process a minimum X 2 was det~~mined at each 
p. value. It is this minimum X 2 that is plotted at each pM value in 
f¥gs. 8, 10, 11, and 12. We stress this point on normalization because, 
from our experience -- even with as fine a pM mesh {.6.pM = 0.01) as is 
used in our calculations--a difference of O.OI1o 0.015 would have been 
introduced into the reported pM value as determined by the minimum X 2 

method by using only area normalization. (Our pM value would have been 
lower. ) 

Presented in Fig. 8 are the data that were shown in Figs. 6 and 7 for 
the 9n = 35° geometry from which the background (as determined by methods 
discussed in Appendix Dj has been removed. Shown also are the expected 
P(ED, pM) values for pM::: 0.65, 0. 70, and 0. 75 that have been normalized 
by Uie m1nimum- x 2 method as discussed above. For convenience the 
calculated P(E0, pM) values at each pM are connected by a continuous 
curve. Except at tn-e measured E 0 values these curves are not to be 
interpreted as obtained from IBM calculations. Also plotted in this figure 
are the calculated results as obtained from Eq. (7). For convenience 
these re.sults are likewise connected by a smooth curve. 

We determine the best value of pM from the minimum X 
2 

of the 
plotted x 2 calculations. This minimum is determined by setting equal to 
zero the first derivative with respect to pM of a parabolic equation that is 
first obtained from a least-squares fit of tlie plotted x 2 values. This best 
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8. (left) Comparison of the reduced data for the stated spectrometer 
geometry (at e = 35°, 2-3/8-inch lithium target) with three 
modified Michel curves that are normalized to the data by the 
minimum- X 2 method 

(right) Plot of the dependence of the calculated minimum X 
2 

on the Michel parameter . 
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pM value and its standard deviation as obtained from the data for the spectrom
eter geometry under consideration are also given-in Fig. 8. 

From the theory of propagation of errors 
expression for the error on this pM value: 

= ~ e:ry 2 

a
2 

(EQ) 

we obtain the foliowing 

which according to Eq. (7) may be expressed as 

= 

= 

-2 

~::J a~l (EQ). 

(8) 

(9) 

It should be noted that the uncertainty contribution that results from the 
presence of the second Michel parameter (Eq .. (3)} is not included in this 
expression for the error in the best p value. In addition we omit the 
very small error that arises from the:rvaeviation (which is approximately 
3o/o) of the :x 2 values ~s obtained from the parabolic equation from the 
plotted X 2 values in the neighborhood of the minimum X 2 

Each X 
2 

distribution contains a parameter n(r - s - 1 ), which de
notes the number of degrees of freedom in the distribution. For our case 
n = (/ r.- 2) where r represents the number of E 0 values that are summed 
in using Eq. (7}, and s represents the number of unknown parameters that 
are to be estimated from our data. Since we limit ourselves to only the one 
u~known parameter pM' then we have s = l. Having the minimum value of 
X as given in Fig. 8 and the number of degrees of freedom (for these data 
we have n = 6 and X 2 . = 2.05) one can determine from published tabl~s 
a probability J? whichrif1nthe probabiJity that X 2 should exceed its obser.:yed 
value. Put differently, £Pis the probability that, on repeating the serie,§>-, 
of measur:ements one would observe larger deviations from the expect~d
values. In interpreting the value of£;? one may say that if Plies between 
0.1 and 0. 9 the assumed distribution very probably corresponds to the :..· 
observed one, while iff? is less than 0.02 or more than 0.98 the assumed 
distribution is extremely unlikely and is to be questioned. For our data 
shown in Fig. 8 one obtains P= 0.91. By the above criterion this value of ¥ 

,C)borders on the limits of almost significant. However, one should recall 
that because of the serious background effect on pM a conservative approach 
is used in dealing with the raw data (as presented m Fig. 6) by purposely 
increasing the values used in the computation as background errors, th~;s 

yiel_ding larger standard errors 0" (E0) on the measured intensities I(E0) 
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presented in Figs. 8 and 10. Equation (7) points out that the consequence 
of this approach is smaller X 2 values and therefore higher values of P. 
Hence according to such an approach in dealin~ with the data no significance 
is ascribed to a high value of the probability ..6/and the data are termed 
acceptable by the above criterion. 

At this time we would like to draw attention to the plotted measurements 
in Fig. 5 and 6 at E 0 = 48.72 Mev, which were obtained with the geometry 
having an angular sht 9 1 = 25°. These are results from an earlier ratio 
experiment in which measurements of the intensities at three E 0 values 
were made by repeated cycling of the magnetic field setting. In both these 
experiments the recorded intensity is lower at this EQ_ setting than would be 
predicted by the cluster of neighboring points. That fhis intensity measure
ment is low in both experiments m~y not be a valid reason to discredit the 
measurements. We have spent considerable time in an attempt to give 
significance to this difference, for we recognize its bearing on the measured 
value of pM. We can speculate on possible causes for this difference, . 
although we have no proof of any of them. Because the results from th1s 
early ratio experiment have been quoted (as pM = 0.62 without radiative 
correction)lO, we present them in Fig. 9. 

In this figure we pre sent the linear dependence of the ratio 
P(E 1

2
, pM)/P(Eu

1
, pivr_) on p , where Eu

1 
and E 1 represent two specific 

E 0 settings. The linear plo¥listed as "true Mic~el" is that which results 
from the ratios that are calculated from the intensities obtained from a fold 
of the resolution function and the function expressed by Eq. (3) (when the 
parameter 1.\J is 0). If the parameter 1.\J were permitted to have the values 
that limit its range (of ±1 ), then one would obtain two additional straight 
lines--one on each side of the "true Michel" line. These would not be 
parallel but would show a slow increase of the correction to the parameter 
PM with increasing value of pM, because of the presence of this 1.\J parameter. 
Moreover this correction is n61 constant, but varies with the chosen E 0 
settings. 

The linear plot listed as "modified Michel" is the dependence of these 
ratios on pM when the calculated intensities contain the radiative corrections 
as introduced by the previously discussed methods. These plots are not 
parallel to the corre spond.ing "true Michel" linear relations, and- -as the 
effect of the parameter 1.\J--they show a slow increase of the radiative 
correction to the value of p as pM increases. Also shown is the depend
ence of this radiative corre~tion on the different choices of E 0 energies. 
One concludes that this correction is not constant (as it is often assumed 
to be) and that its variation should not be omitted in an accurate deter
mination (~ 5o/o) of the pM value. 

10
R. Sagane, W. F. Dudziak, and J. Vedder, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 4, 

174 (1956). This value was corrected to 0.72 ± 0.05, by use of part of the 
data presented in Fig. 10, during the presentation C?f the paper. 
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(a) "True Michel," obtained by using Eq. {3); 
{b) "Modified Michel", obtained by introducing radiative 
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In our ratio experiment we have measured the intensities at the three 
E 0 values of 39.84, 46.96 and 48.72 Mev. In Fig. 9 we show the two inde
pendent ratios that result from this measurement. To point out a very 
significant fact concerning the final quoted error in the Michel pM parameter 
(which cwas once overlooked by us, and probably by others who use this 
method to establish the final error on pM), we plot a third independent ratio 
measurement, which arises from the daTa at two E 0 values presented in · 
Fig. 10. These ratios are plotted on the "modified Michel" linear relation 
to take account of the radiative correction. The extremities of the standard 
deviations on these ratios are projected until they intersect the corresponding 
linear plot. The points of inter section define the quoted errors of the pM 
values in this plot. 

If one determines the weighted mean pM value and its error from these 
three values one obtains pM = 0.69 ± 0.029. This is the result from five of 
the intensity measurements shown in Fig. 10. If one includes the results 
from all the additional independent ratio:s that arise from the remaining 
intensities as given in Fig. 10, the mean pM value becomes 0. 72, as is also 
shown in Fig. 10. However, the error is approximately 0.02, or much less 
than the quoted error in Fig. 10, which arises from the same data by use of 
Eq. (9). To explain this significant difference in the estimated error by the 
two methods there is at least one argument that can be cited. In estimation 
of the error, the X 2 -test method takes into account a test of the data for 
internal and external consistency. 5 The test for external consistency (i.e. , 
test for possible systematic error in the plotted data in addition to the usual 
accidental errors) is omitted in determination of the weighted mean error 
by the ratio method when ·the. weighting factor is inversely proportional to 
the square of the standard deviation. 

It should be noted that the square of the error of each pM value as 
determined by the ratio method is given by 

(J 2 = (a pM/ a R) 2 CJ R 2 
PM 

where R is the ratio of the experimentally measured intensities at two E 0 
values. In establishment of this error at a point (i.e., at each pM value as 
shown in Fig. 9), the assumption is made that one may replace (apM/aR) 
by (a pM/ a 

0
}, where Q is the ratio as determined from the theoretically 

calcuL3Ted 1ntensities. 

We now apply Eq. (7} and (8) to analysis of the data for our second 
experimental geometry, as shown in Fig. 10, and also present the results 
of these analyses in Fig. 10. In our discussion of Fig. 9 we have shown 
the severe effect on the pM value that has been introduced by the plotted 
intensity measurement at-E0 = 48.72 Mev, which arose from an earlier 
experiment. Because of this we analyze these data for the most likely pM 
value, under the following conditions. We consider for Case (a) all 
measured values for that geometry (12 degrees of freedom) and for Case (b) 
all measurements after discarding the data obtained during the ratio exper
iment (11 degrees of freedom) . Because the probability tJfor both these 
analyses lies well within the acceptance criterion, we cannot discard the 
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10. (left) Comparison of the reduced data for the stated spectrom
eter geometry (at e = 25°, 2-3/8-inch lithium target) with three 
modified Michel curves that are normalized to the data by the 
minimum- X 2 method 

(right) Plot of the dependence of the calculated minimum x 2 

on the Michel parameter. 
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low measurement at E 0 = 48.72 Mev on the basis of these X 
2 
-test calculations. 

However, it should be remembered that the additional measurements from 
the later experiments greatly influence the acceptability of this measure-
ment by such probability arguments. 

Figure 11 represents the results of our reduction of the raw data 
shown in Fig. 5 for the 9 1 = 35° geometry. Also shown is the most probable 
pM value as determined from these data. In this experiment the subtracted 
background was considerably larger than in the two experiments just 
discussed. In addition the original raw-data measurements were not so 
accurate. These, then, have led to the large error on the value of p as 
determined from this set of data. Because these arguments also hol~for 
the raw data from the '8 1=25° geometry (as presented in Fig. 5) we decided 
to combine the data from these two experiments and ~lyze them as arising 
from the same experiment. We are justified in our decision by the fact 
that the errors are large and do not warrant a consideration of the small 
differences that exist in the resolutions of these two geometries (see Figs. 
18 and 19). We present these combined data in Fig. 12 along with the results 
from our calculations in treating these data. 

Table III summarizes the results of our measurements of the Michel 
pM parameter. These results are dependent on the assumptions that were 
used, in particular on the background as estimated by methods described 
in Appendix D and on the assumption that the second Michel parameter 
tj; is 0. Our error omits any contribution to the uncertainty of PM by this 
second parameter. As previously stated, for tj; = ± 1 an additional uncer
tainty of approximately 0.02 must be introduced to our measurement. In 
this table we present the two values that arise in discussion of the data 
presented in Fig. 10. Since we have no cause to disregard the ratio 
measurements we must accept the lower value. However, we also tabulate 
the higher value to illustrate our final result in case the ratio-intensity 
measurements should be ignored because of the presence of an unknown 
systematic error. 

Table III 

Summary of the measured pM values 

Spectrometer geometry 

Experiment 

1 
2 
3 
4 

Lithium target 
diameter 
(inches) 

2- 3/8 
2-3/8 

1 
1 

Weighted mean value 

Angular slit 
(degrees) 

eu 
35 
25 
35 
25 

PM <J PM 

0.746 0.035 
0:1'24 0.033 

0. 735 0.056 

0.734 0.022 

I 
PM O"pM 

·I 

0. 746 0.035. 
0. 744 0.032 

0. 735 0.056 

0. 743 0. 022 
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Fig. 11. (left) Comparison of the reduced data for the stated spectrom
eter geometry {at e = 35°, l-inch lithium target) with three modified 
Michel curves that are normalized to the data by the minimum- X 2 
method 

{right) Plot of the dependence of the calculated minimum X 2 

ori the Michel parameter. 
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12. (left) Comparison of the reduced data (combined for 6 = 25 ° 
<i:nd 6 = 35°, }..:inch lithium target) with two modified Michel 
curves that are normalized to the data by the minimum- X 2 
method 

(right) Plot of the dependence of the calculated minimum 
X 2 on the Michel parameter. 
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MEASUREMENT OF THE MUON REST MASS 

A measurement of the maximum positron energy W is also a measure 
of the muon re.st mass f.!-, because of the relation between these two 

2 quantities and the known electron mass e that is given by W = (f.!-2 + e )/2f.l-. 
As shown in Figs. 8 and 10 the separation of the different pM curves is 
very small near the cutoff because of the steep slope that occurs in this 
positron energy region. The steepness of the slope for a set of Michel 
curves that are within a pM interval of ± 0. 05 is determined primarily by 
the resolution of the spectrometer. One may use this strong dependence of 
the shape of the positron spectrum on the spectrometer resolution to 
measure the value of W without knowing precisely the vatue of the Michel 
parameter pM. 

In our experiment we have used three different targets as the primary 
means of change in spectrometer resolution. For each of these three tar
gets we determined the resolution of our spectrometer. Using the modified 
Michel equation that arises from Eq. (4) for p = 0. 73, we calculated the 
expected family of theoretical intensities for Jtlferent W values and for 
each resolution by the folding procedure we previously described. If these 
calculations for each spectrometer resolution were plotted, they would 
represent a family of steeply varying curves, each indicating a different W 
cutoff energy. 

The data from the three experiments are presented in Fig. 13. The 
plotted data illustrate the strong effect of spectrometer resolution on the 
Michel spectrum near the maximum positron energy. Because normaliza
tions are involved in presenting these data on one plot, this illustration 
should be treated as qualitative. Each set of data is analyzed separately 
and we give quantitative significance only to this analysis. 

We analyze each experimental set 
method that we previously described. 
replacing pM by' W so that we have· 

of measurements by the minimum-x 
2 

To do this we rewrite Eq. (7) after 

2 
X = z u- 2 (EO) (I(Eb) - p r(EO, W)] 2 . 

EO 

As an illustration, a curve connecting the predicted calculated intensities 
at ore W value, normalized by determinat~;on of the minimum X 2 at this W 
value, is also plotted in Fig. 13 for one set of measurements (lithium 
target). The most probable value of W is determined from the minimum 
X 2 obtained by setting equal to zero the first derivative of the fitted para
bolic equation representing the calculated minimum X 2 values as a function 
of W. To determine the standard error on this W measurement we use the 
expression 

= 4 -\' 
6 
£10 

-2 
u (E s ) . 0 

... 
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Fig. 13. (left) Reduced experimental data as obtained for three 
different spectrometer resolutions in a study of the 
maximum positron energy. 

(right) Plot of the dependence of the calculated minimum 
x 2 on the maximum positron energy for each set of data. 
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The results of our calculations are shown in Fig. 13 and are. also 
summariz;ed in Table IV. The very high X 2 values for the experiment 
using a Be target ( i-inch diameter} are a direct result of the high measured 
intensity at E 0 = 52 Mev. 

Because these measurements have been made in air, a small energy 
correction is necessary in the energy scale to account for positron energy 
loss in air. (This corr.ection was included in the energy scale of the 
previo~sly discussed data.) To establish the most probable path length in 
air we have used the data from our a.-particle studies on the resolution of a 
spiral-orbit spectrometer. One phase of these studies involved positioning 
a well-collimated line source of monoenergetic a particles at a fixed radius 
and measuring the intensity and shape of the resolution at the detector by 
varying the magnetic field. The line source was rotated after each measure
ment (i.e., e was varied and r 0 was constant) until measurements were 
made for angles covering a complete 360° rotation of the line source. 
From these data an experimentally measured curve of collection probability 
as a function of angle of emission with respect to the a.-particle detector 
was determined. Each angle of emis sian corresponds to a particular path 
length (Fig. 2). From these relations a most probable path of positrons in 
air was determined. Following the procedures outlined in Appendix A, we 
have calculated the most probable energy loss by using Sternheimer 1s 
results for nitrogen and oxygen. These calculations yield an 0.11- Mev 
correction to the measured value of the maximum energy. Adding this 
correction to the weighted mean value appearing in Table IV, we obtain 
W = 52.87 ± 0.069 Mev for the most probable value of the maximum positron 
energy. From this value and its simple algebraic relation to the masses 
of the decay particles we obtain1-1· = (206.94 ± 0.27)e for the most probable 
muon rest mass. 

Table IV 

Summary of the measured maximum positron energy W 

Experiment No. 

l 

2 

3 

Weighted mean value 

• SpectrDrriete;r ;Target 
External and 

Element ·Internal 

Li 

Be 

He 

;Diameters 

(inches) 

2 
{solid) 

(I -~) 
( 

w 

(Mev) (Mev) 

52.755 0.101 

52.844 0.175 

52.739 0.112 

52.763 0.069 
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APPENDIX 

A, Ionization and Straggling; Spectrometer Resolution 

The resolution of the spectrometer was obtained by use of ari IBM. 650 
machine and numerical calculations as follows, . 

The radius of the cylindrical target was subdivided into fifteen equal 
segments, The circular boundaries of these radial segments defiqed a 
target volume, In what follows .let r

0 
represent.the mean radius of any one 

of these fifteen cylindrical segrpents, For each radius r a probability-of
occurrence function of 'a straight-line path length t throug~ the target was 
determined, This probability- of- occurrence function results from a numer
ical calculation of the angle subtended by a path length t and t + L).t, where · 
.C:.t was set equal to 0.005 inch. According to the procedure of C. N. Yang, 11 
the most probable path length i. for an electron was calculated from eacit 
straight-line path length t, byuse of the simplified expression i. = t(I +>::") 
where f-. is the characteristic scattering length. We used the result as 
obtained by W. T. Scottl2 for the definition of f-., which is 

1 },_ = 2ne4 z 2N 
2 2 

p v 
i.n 150 pc 

2z1/3 me 

where m, p, v, e are the mass, momentum, velocity, and charge of the 
electron, cis the velocity of light, Ze the charge of the scattering nucleus, 
and N the number of nuclei per cm3 . This calculation procedure yielded 
fifteen separate probability- of- occurrence functions P(i., r 

0
) (one for each 

r 0 ) of the most probable path lengths for electrons originating in the cylin
drical volume segment defined by a differential radial element at a radius 
r 0 . (For example see Fig. 14. ) 

A monoenergetic beam of electrons of energy E
0 

after traveling a 
certain path length i. in material, loses energy by ionization and radiation 
processes. The probable energy distribution of an initially monoenergetic 
electron beam that results from collision losses after it has traveled a 

. 13 
path length i. through matter h~s been calculated approximately by Landau 
and more recently by Shultz, 1 Blunck and Leisegang, 15 and Symon. 16 We 

11C, N. Yang, Phys. Rev. 84, 599 (1951). 

12w. T. Scott, Phys. Rev. 76, 213 (1949). 

13L. Landau, J. Phys. (U.S.S.R. ) 8, 201 {1944). 

14w. Shultz, z. Physik 129, 530 (1951). 

15 
0. Blunck and S. Seisegang, Z. Physik 128, 500 (1950). 

16 
K. R. Symon, The sis, Harvard University 1948 (Unpublished). 
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find that the analytic expression given by Blunck and Leisegang for this 
energy distribution would be very useful in our type of calculation. However, 
calculations reveal that the full width at half height of the energy-distribution 
function that is obtained by use of their results is smaller by 7% than that 
given by Symon. Since Symon's results are in excellent agreement with the 
experimental data of Goldwasser, Mills, and Hanson, 17 we have used his 
data to represent what is normally referred to as the Landau distribution in 
our work. In addition we have extended the tail 'of his calculated probability 
distribution from abscissa values (.6.- e )/.6.

0 
= 10 to 15 by Landau 1 s derived 

inverse- square behavior for this regionr: 

For an initial electron energy E
0 

associated with each electron path 
length f. (em} there is a probable electron-energy (or Landau) distribution 
~(f., .6.), and also a most probable electron energy loss E • The most 
probable energy loss e was obtained by using the Sternh~imer expression, 18 

E 
p = 

p 

2n NZe 4 

2 
mv 

which can also be written as 

2 4 I 2 2mv (2 rrNZe f. mv 

12 (1-!32) 

e = .6. 0 [B + l. 06 + 2 f. n E 
p . · me 

+ f. n 
Apu f. 2 

2 -!3 -6], 
!3 

Ap 'f. . where .6.
0 

= 
2 

, and where p 1 1s the density of target material (g/ em 
3 

), 

A and B ~re!3tabulated constants as presented in (18a), and 
imately by an analytic expression. For lithium we used 

6 is given approx-

o = 4.606 X- 3.07 +"0.374 (X, -X)
3

·
05

, 

0 = 40606 X- 3007, 

X= log 10 (p/mc). 

(for X < 2) 

(for X> 2) 

In addition the electron loses energy by radiation in passing through 
matter. To take account of this radiation correction we use the results of 
Bethe and Beitler 19 to :rp.odify each Landau distribution in the following 
manner. Consider each ordinate L. (f., .6..) of a normalized Landau probabil-
ity distribution ( 

1 1 

( )0 
Eo L (f. , .6.} d.6. = 1 ) 

17E.L. Goldwasser, F.E. Mills, andA.O. Hanson, Phys. Rev. 88, 1137 
(1952). 

18
R.M. Sternheimer, Phys. Rev. 103, 511 (1956); Phys. Rev. 2_!_, 256 

(1953}. 
19H. Bethe and W. Beitler, Proc. Roy. Soc. A. 146, 83 (1934); W. 

Beitler, Quantum Theory of Radiation (Oxford University Press, London, 
1954), 379. 
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that results only from ionization losses, for a monoenergetic electron 
beam of energy E

0 
traversing matter and having the most probable electron 

path length P.. We have 6i =. (E.O - _Ei) which represen~s the corresponding 
electron energy loss due to wmzatwn only. Each ord1nate L. (P., 6..) must 

, 1 

first be modified by w·(#, E.),~::e.;, by th~ probability thatan··electrori. 
still has approximately the ~nergy E. after radiation losses are also con
sidered. To calculate W (£, E.) we lse the Be the- Beitler relation 

1 

w (b£' y) = (b£- 1' y) 
p (b£) 

i.e., the probability that an electron still has an energy greater thane -y 
times the energy E. after traver sin§ the path length P.. The (b£ - 1, y)! is 
the "incomplete gafuma function", 2 y = P.n.[E./(E.-k)]; k is the energy loss 
by radiation after traversing a short distance;

1
and

1
b is a constant whose 

value depends on the density and charge of matter being considered. For 
lithium, b is 5.56 X 10-3 cm-1 To determine W (£, E.) we set k = k' = 

1 
1. 28 kev. 

In addition, the Landau probability-distribution ordinates are modified 
by contributions from those electrons that experience radiation losses, i.e., 
[1-W (P., E.)] L. (P., ~.). Because·of radiation losses there is a shift of 
electrons fi·om Ehe higber E. energies to lower electron energies, resulting 
in an increase of the W (£, E.) L. (£,~-)probability ordinates for lower E. 
energies. To determine oL. f£, E·) (th~t is, the amount of this increase id 
a particular probability ordinate tiat corresponds to an energy Ej ), we use 
the expression 

o L. (£, E.)~ £. [ 1-W(P., Ei)] ~w(y .. ) L.(P.,~.) 
J J i 1J 1 1 

where the summation over i is the contribution of all electron energies 
Ei >E., andy .. is the value of y obtained for a particular energy loss 
through radiaHon kiJ. = (E. - E.). For w(y} we use the Bethe-Heitler 

. 1 J expre s s1on 

(b£ - 1 > I w(y) = exp (-y) y r (hl) , 

which represents the probability that the energy of an electron that has 
traver sed a finite distance P. has decreased by the factor e-Y. In all our 
calculations we normalize by setting w(y) = 100o/o fork= ku = 1. 28 kev. 
~w(Yij) is defined as the difference between two values of w (y) evaluated 
for k = Ei - Ej (in Mev) and k = (Ei - Ej - 0.00128). (In these calculations 
we use a fixed energy mesh of 0.04 Mev.) 

The Landau probability ordinates modified to take into account electron 
radiation losses are given by the sum [W (£, Ej) L (P., Ej) + oLj (£, Ej)] for 
each most probable path length 1. and initial electron energy E 0 . In 

20 
K. Pearson, Tables of the Incomplete r - Function (Cambridge Univ-

ersity Press, Cambridge, England 1946 ). 
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addition, this sum must be multiplied by the probability of occurrence, 
P(£, r 0 ), of the path length £ for the differential volume segment de signa ted 
by r o· Four of the fiftee.n probability functiions P (£, r 0 } are illustrated in 
Fig. 14. These are normalized so that we have · 

£max 

} . P (£ , r 0 } d£ = 1. 
£min 

To obtain the most probable electron distribution Q (:;6.., r 
0 ) from a differen

tial volume r 0 that results from a monoenergetic electron source the above 
calculations are performed for each possible 1 value. The resulting s:um 
of the contributions from all £ values yields the desired probability 

£max 
Q (tl.., r

0
) = I [W (£, k) L (£, tl..) + o L (£, tl..)] P (£, r

0
) d£. 

)_e min 

We evaluated this expression for each r 0 by approximating the integral by 
a sum. For the innermost first six r snells a ;6,.£ mesh of 0.2 mm was 
used. A ;6,.£ mesh of 0.4 mm was useJl for the seventh, eighth, and ninth 
shells and 0.5 mm ;6,.£ mesh for the remaining larger r

0 
s.hells. 

Figure 15 illustrates the function Q (tl.., r 
0 ) for five of the fifteen 

different r 0 values for a lithium cylindrical target whose diameter is 2. 37 5 
inches. Tnese Q (tl.., r

0
) values represent the most probable energy dis

tribution for electrons initially at 50 Mev, originating at a specific target 
position r

0
, and undergoing ionization and radiation losses while ernerging 

from the target. The areas under these curves are normalized so that 'Ne 
have 

;6.. max 

1 Q(A, rO) dtl..:::: 1 
ll. min 

Consider now the magnetic focusing of these electrons when the source 
is centrally located in a magnetic field such that the longitudinal axis of the 
cylinder coincides with the magnetic axis of a spiral- orbit spectrometer. 
Suppose that this is the Z:-axis of a cylindrical coordinate system (r, f), z,) 
and that z "" 0 defines the median plane of the spectrometer. One of the 
principal spectrometer requirements is that the magnetic fieldbe axially 
symetric, that is in a cylindrical coordinate system: 

B r (r, z ) = - B r (- z, r) ; 

Be= o; 

B z (r, z ) :::: B (r, -Z ). 

As illustrated in Fig. 2, equations of motion show that a charged particle 
originating in the cylindrical source spirals into an orbit r = p about the 
z·. axis if the magnetic conditions are such that its radial velocity and 
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Fig. 15. Calculated radial dependence of the probabilities of 
positron-energy loss for a monoenergetic positron source 
undergoing combined ionization- and radiation-energy losses 
in emerging from a solid cylindrical lithium targ.et. 
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radial acceleration become zero. For motion in the median plane these 
requirements state3 that the vector potential is at a maximum at r = p and 
that the following relations exist between the vector potential, magnetic 
field, and radius (r = p) of the circle of convergence at r = p: 

A (p) = B (p) · p 
l ( 

0 

B {r) · r dr . 
p 

It was first pointed out Iwata, Miyamoto, and Kotani 3 that this expression 
defines a circle of convergence and that the radius p of this circle depends 
on the shape of the magnetic field strength irrespective of the absolute 
value of the magnetic field. Fig. 4 presents the shape (with respect to 
strength B(r)) of the radial magnetic field that was used in this experiment. 
It also illustrates a graphical method that can be used to determine the 
value of the radius p. 

Suppose that a detector is located so that the center of the detector 
coincides with the circle of convergence and so that the radial dimension 
of this detector defines two circles, in the neighborhood of the circle of 
convergence, having radii equal to p + d and p - d. Particles whose 
spiral paths pass through the inner circle can be detected. The probability 
of detection for these particles varies between zero and one. It depends 
on the length of the spiral path within the annular region defined by the 
two circles of radii p + d and p - d. This portion of the path length can 
best be measured by the central angle '8 that it subtends. For all practi
cal purposes the detection probability is unity for all particles whose paths 
are within these radial boundaries and whose central angles are> 2n, since 
these are lost after passing through the detector for the first time. 

Consider now a monoenergetic source located concentric to the axis of 
magnetic symmetry at a radius r 0 . Suppose that the source intensity is 
independent of the angle of emission a. Under these conditions it can be 
shown 3 that to a very good approximation the subtended central angle is 
given by 

e-~K.·.r::;-2 .. h-l( • )-0.5 . '\1 t. cos 1 1.1 + e s1n a 

for (1.1 + E sin a) > 0, (Case 1) 

8 '::' K .J2: sinh'- - 1 ( l 1.1 : + e sin a j)- 0 · 5 

for ( 1.1 + E sin a) < 0, (Case 2) 

where K i:s a con:stant obtained from the shape 
6£ the ,magqetic field at the focus orbit, 

2 
_P_ 
d2 

2 
K 

r + n/2 

I 

:~ 

I 

: - n/2 
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2 
E :: K 

r dB 
and K is related to the more familiar field parameter n = - B dr by the 

expression K = .J 2/(n- 1.} Case 1 represents all particles that do not have 
sufficient momenta to escape from the region of the magnetic field" Case 2 
applies to all particles whose momenta are such that they can escape from 
this region" 

The resolution of a homogeneous monochromatic source located at r 
0 

is given by the integral of 8 for all possible values of c;:to In an experiment 
a detector and a slit system located so that the defining edge is at a radius 
r = p - d subtend a central angle 9'" This angular width €> 0 of the detecting 
system limits the actual number of detectable particles as given by eo 
For such a system the resallution of the spectrometer is given by 

r (tJ., e, e•) = 
l rr/ 2 

f 
- rr/ 2 

(8- 0 1 ) da, for e 2.8 1 
' 

and for 8 < e 0 
0 

In our experiment 8' had two values, 9' = 25° and 9 1 = 35°" We have 
numerically evaluated these integrals for the two values of eu by the follow
ing simplified procedure" Given eo, !J., and E, we used Simpson's l/3 
rule with a .C:.a mesh of 1 degree" As previously mentioned, proper care 
was taken in evaluating the region 2rr ~ 8 s oo" 

Figure 16 illustrates the intensity distribution function I (tJ., e, 8 1 ) /K~ 
for four of the fifteen different r 

0 
or e values as obtained for K = 0" 90:and 

f.J\ 1 = 35 °. These curves are aga1n replotted in more conventional units in 
Fig. 17. For each r the total momentum width of the intensity distribution 
is limited by the angJ\ar width 9° and can be calculated from the expression 

2 [e + csch ( 
eo 

_K_I\J'""t_2_ ) ] 2 
[ e + sech 

These calculations are for trajectories in the median plane" They are 
applicable only to such trajectories and to those that closely approximate 
this motion. Therefore cylindrical copper electron stoppers (2 inches 
thick and 30 inches i. d. ) were used to limit the aperture above and below 
the median plane to z = ± 1. 5 inch" These are shown in Fig. 1. This 
limitation of aperture, plus the fact that the magnetic field strength is very 
flat (up to r = 15 inches), permits us to use these curves as good approxi
mations for the magnetic focusing properties of the spectrometer" We have 
verified this experimentally by studies with monoenergetic alpha particles 
(and will pre sent these results in a forthcoming paper)" 
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17. Dependence of resolution on parameters of a spiral
orbit spectrometer (expressed in terms of momentum) e = 
K = 0.90, 2-3/8-inch Li target. 
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Having determined the Q and I distribution functions, we can, now 
calculate the function R (E0, 9 8, E), which represents the spectrometer 
resolution for electrons that are initially born in a cylindrical target with 
an energy E lose energy by radiation and ionization, and are brought to a 
fOCUS at the detector Of angular width 0) I by a magnetic field strength set 
so that the Bp value of the focus orbit is a measure of an electron energy 
E 0, We obtain R (E0, 8 1, E) by a series of numerical calculations where
by we approximate tlie integral over r in the expression 

max 

= 

r max 

= ) 
0 

Eo . 

1 I (E0, 6.E 8,8 1 , r
0

) Q (E 06.E, r 0 )dE 
0 

by a summation of fifteen different r 
0 

shells, Here W (rl}) is the volume
weighting factor, The integral determining the function F is approximated 
by numerical calculations, in which 0.04 Mev is used as a 6.E mesh for 
each E 0 value. Neighboring E 0 values atffer by '0~08 Mev. 

Figures 18 through 21 summarize the results of these calculations for 
the four different geometries that were used in this study of the Michel 
pM parameter, These are the resolution curves that were used when the 
magnetic field strength was such that the focus-orbit positron energy E 0 
was 50 Mev. Therefore they represent the resolutions of our spectrom
eter for the specified geometries near the maximum positron energy that 
is possible in the muon decay. Also shown are the variations with ma.gnetic 
setting of the focus-orbit energy E 0 and the energy E 2 of the peak of the 
resolution, from the energy E

1 
at which the half area of the resolution 

occurs, These illustrate the point that the simple magnetic- spectrometer 
property {6.P/P equals a constant) no longer holds, This arises from the 
fact that positron ionization and radiation losses do not have the same 
momentum dependence as the magnetic focusing properties of the spectrom
eter. We find that one can closely approximate the shape of the proper 
resolution at other E 0 energies from the illustrated resolution curve by 
using the linear relatlons between these variations along with three other 
relations. Fo_r the geometry of the spectrometer (9' = 35°; 2-3/8-inch 
diameter lithium target) the additional relations are as follows: 

(a) The area under the resolution curve, divided by Bp of the focus 
orbit at the desired energy E 0, equals a constant, 

(b) The (6.E) . ratio obtained from the linear relation 
m1n 

(6.E) . = (E
2
-E . ) = o.os76 E

0
c + L528 m1n m1.n 

is used to modify the ~E intervals on the low-energy side of the half-area 
energy E

2 
of the resolution curve, Here E . is the low-energy cutoff m1.n 

of the resolution curve, 
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(c) The (.6-E) ratio obtained from the linear relation 
max 

(~E) = (E - E 2 ) = 0.0499 :E0
1 + 4.023 max max · 

is used to modify the ~E intervals on the high-energy side of the half-area 
energy E

2 
of the resolution curve. Here E is the high-energy cutoff 

of the resolution curve. To conserve IBM fil~ we have used this pro
cedure only in special cases over a 2- Mev interval. However, we find ~-

that it gives a good approximation to the proper resolution curve over 
variations of ± 10 Mev. We list this procedure to permit detailed calcul
ations of resolution curves at other energies by those desiring to test our 
data by possible variations of the theory as presented in this paper. 

Figure 22 presents a summary of additional calculations illustrating 
the focusing properties of the spiral- orbit spectrometer when straggling, 
ionization, and radiation losses are neglected. We define the resolution 
R(~P/P, 9 1 ) by the integral 

r 
R('.6.P/P, eu) = ~max I ~P/P, eu, r

0
) W (r

0
) dr

0
. 

The plotted curves are for the four geometries stated. They are the results 
of numer_ical calculations in which we approximate the integral over r by 
a summation of fifteen different r 

0 
shells. Here W (r 0 ) is the volume

weighting factor. 

As a final remark we would like to state that errors exist in some of 
the published resolution curves (Reference 3b.) Some of our earlier 
reductions were based on these curves. 
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B. Effect of Saturation· on the Michel pM Parameter 

When properly used, the spiral-orbit spectrometer is an instrument 
that yields much higher counting rates for a given resolution than other 
magnetic spectrometers (by a factor of from 10 to lOdi. Some comparisons_ 
of its properties and that of other spectrometers have already been made. 3d 
One point that has not been stressed is the effect of small changes of the 
magnetic-field distribution o·i'i,the counting rate. As has been stated, one 
determines the position of the focus orbit from the solution of the relation 

A ( p) = pB ( p) = 
1 
p 

p 

J B(r) · r dr. 

0 

In our early experiments, which led to our preliminary publication of the 
Michel parameter as pM = 0. 23, we compared the 7ositions of this focus 
orbit as obtained from two magnetic distributions. The radii of these two 
positions v<.ere p = 27.13 inches and p = 26.93 inches. Since the radial 
dimension of our detectors was 3 inches, we did not attribute any significance 
to this difference, which corresponds to a 0. 7o/o difference in momentum at 
the position of focus and is even less when the arithmetic average of these 
two values is used. The significance of this difference was overlooked for 
nearly a year, and it is this oversight that-led to our publication of a Michel 
value of pM = 0.23 which is in error. 

The true significance of this difference was finally recognized when the 
large pole tips that were part of a large vacuum chamber (Fig. 4) were . 
removed··an'd the spectrum remeasured with poles that were the core of the 
magnet (Fig. 4). Because of the striking difference in the shapes of our 
measured positron spectrum as obtained with the two magnetic geometries, 
magnetic field distributions were measured at numerous positron energies 
(for method see Fig. 2). From these magnetic measurements it was 
learned that there was a systematic decrease of the focus-orbit position in 
the old magnetiC' geometry, and that this decrease Jresulte<;! from ~a grad.,ua~ cchange 
oithe:~ of the radial magnet field distribution. This is partially summar-
ized in Table V, in which E 0 is the energy of the positron at the focus orbit; 
B is the maximum magnetic field in the median plane (which for this 
gJl6~etry occurs at r = 5 inches); A(p) is the vector potential at the focus 
orbit; p is the radial position of the focus orbit and the B /B . are the 
ratios of the magnetic field at the stated radii to the maxfmuill:a&agnetic 
field. For the radial magnetic-field distribution to be the same the ratios 
in each of the five B /B columns should be the same. Because the slit 
system remains fixerd folfl~~ch 0) 6 geometry, the decrease in the focus orbit 
together with the changing of the radial magnetic-field distribution constitutes 
an increase in resolution as positron energy is increased. This additional 
change in resolution caused the striking change in counting intensity that 
was overlooked in reporting our earlier data. 

Table VI represents similar information on the new magnetic geometry 
that was used throughout this experiment. From this table the conclusion 
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can be drawn that the necessary condition that the shape of the magnetic 
field distribution remain the same over the positron-energy range of this 
experiment- -has been fulfilled by our new geometry. 

Table V 

Summary of saturation- effects study of the old geometry. 
E 0, B , A(p), p, and the ratio B /B are defined max . r max 

1n the text. 
Bmax A(p) 

(p) Ratio Br7Bmax 
£1 r=.5.0 (kilogauss r= ll. 25 --r-=""18. 25 r=23. 0 r=25.0 r=27.0 0 ln. 

(Mev) gauss -in) (in. ) . '"' 1n, in. in . in. in. 
45.36 7021 59.57 -zT:3z 0.874 0.634 0.451 0.389 0.322 
47.59 ''7403 62.50 27. 13 0.873 0.632 0.446 0. 383 0.316 
48.74 7593 0.873 0.631 0.443 0.380 0. 313 
49.82 7772 0.873 0.630 0.441 0,378 0.313 
50.90 7949 66.84 26.93 0.873 0.629 0.440 0.376 0. 310 
51.79 8101 68.01 2'6.86 0.874 o. 6 28 . 0.438 0.374 0.307 
52.79 8273 69.32 26.81 0.874 0.628 0.436 0.:372 . 0.305 

8453 0.874 0.627 0.434 0.369 0.303 

Repeated Measurements 

45.47 7028 59.72 27.33 
52.1 ~ 8185 68.53 26.89 

Table VI 

Summary of saturation- effects study of the new· geometry 

£1 B A(p) p Ratio B /B 0 ma;n (kilo- (in. ) r=16.0 r=2l. orr =2:'3?0' r=25. 0 r=26.0 (Mev) (gauss 
r=8 gauss- in. in. in. in. in. 

in. ) 

30.34 3994 39.86 25.57 
48.64 6403 63.85 25.60 0. 919 0.668 .0/541 0.422 0.369 
50.95 oi703 66.91 25.59 0.920 0.669 0.542 0.422 0.371 
52.49 6905 68.94 25.58 0. 917 0.668 0.540 0.421 0.369 
66.23 8762 86.98 25.56 0. 917 0.667 0.540 0.420 0.368 
76.08 10064 99.92 25.58 0. 916 0.666 0. 538 0.421 0.367 

Ini_ addition to making these magnetic-distribution studies, we made 
another study in which we employed a scattered positron beam created by 
photons from a 330- Mev synchrotron to determine the necessary correction 
to our published data. For this determination we used both of these magnetic 
geometries, That described in Table VI was called the saturation-free 
geometry. The results of this determination are shown in Fig. 23. They 
indicate the drastic change in intensity in our spectrometer that was brought 
about by the causes described in this appendix. On applying these corrections 
to our published data we find the data to be in good agreement with the results 
of our new experiment. This agreement is illustrated in Fig. 24. In order 
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Fig. 23. Experimental results on the effect of increasing magnetic 
saturation on the measured intensity for a particular spiral
orbit spectrometer geometry. 
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to make this comparison on the same figure it was necessary to remove 
the energy shift that results from positron ionization and radiation losses 
in the target. For this an average shift was used for each target that was 
determined from the resolution studies of Appendix A. The' different 
magnetic-resolution effects for each geometry are not removed from 
these data. 

We present this only as an illustration of this agreement and make 
no further use of our old published data. 
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C, Radiation Correction 

For the function h (TJ, L::.E} we us~d the expre~sion for vector and 
axial vector coupling as derived by Behrends et aL, 8. 

where 

(U + V) = 2 

£nT]- 4+ 1 {1-TJ) [( ~ + 
3l)(3-2T]) T] 

+ 17- 341']) (enT] + w)+ 34T]- 22]} 

00 

~ 
m=1 

m 
T.j 
-2-
m 

2 T - 1 + £ n 11 [ £ n ( ~ - 1) - 2w] + 

Sw w 2 + 2 (w- n n 2) ( n + 1) + (2 n + 2 1 2 - .r. .r.nT] w- .r.nT] w--

1 
Here we have a= 

137 
; w = £n (m /m

2
) = 5.3327; m

1 
=rest mass of the 

muon; m
2 

=rest mas~ of the electron; e = 2,71828; T] = E/W; W =maximum 
electron energy, and ~E is the energy interval used in the experiment. To 
pass from one energy interval .6E 

1 
to another interval L::.E

2 
one can use the 

relation 

Because of a misprint the factor a/2rr does not appear in the reference 
cited as the source of this relation, We have calculated the function 
h( T], .6E) for different constant .6E values. Most of the results of our cal
culations of this function are presented in Table VII. Also appearing in 
these tables are the evaluated integrals A

1 
(.6.E) and A

2 
(.6E), where 

1 

A
1 

= 4 1 lj (T], LE) [311
2 

(1-T])] dT], 
0 

1 

3 
h ( T], .6 E) [ 11 l d TJ 
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Tables of the function h (T), .6.E ~ varying by steps of .6.T') = 0. 01 were used 
throughout all our numerical calculations involving this function. 

It should be pointed out that the tabulated values of h (T), 2m ) at 
1)=0.10 and 1)=0.95 disagree with those given by Behrends et al. 8 Our calcu
lation at T)=O. 95 agrees with Kinoshita and Sir lin, 21 who also point out this 
fact. 

21 T,. Kinoshita, A. Sir lin; Phys. Rev. 107, 593 (1957 ). 
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Correction for last line of Table VII 

.6-E A
1 

( .6E) . 
(m ) 

e 

0 0 

1 0.04453 4 

1 0.04459 '2 

1 0.04471 

2 0.04494 

3 0. 04517 

4 0.04538 

5 0. 04559 

6 0.04580 

7 0.04600 

8 0.04620 

9 0. 04639 

10 0.04658 

12 0.04695 

16 0.04765 

20 0.04831 

p 
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D. Background Determination 

In Fig. 7 we have shown the serious effect of background on the 
spectrometer-measured value of pM when pions are created in the target 
that is also us~d as the source witli1n the spectrometer of positrons from • 
muon decay. Published values on the variation of pion- production eros s 
section with pion energy3e illustrate that the de sired sources of positrons 
originate only in a very small pion-energy interval. Pions not in this 
energy interval leave the production target and imbed themselves in the 
surrounding areas. Those pions that give rise to muons near or at the sur-
faces of the spectrometer geometry become an under sir able source of 
po.sitron background that cannot be distinguished by electronic techniques 

rtieasur;ing:,rrruon lifetime from positrons that originate in the target. One 
can screen out some (but not all) of this background. We present the 
procedures that were used to estimate this background in our experiment, 
along with other corrections that must be considered in our reduction of the 
raw data. We present these in the order of increasing influence on the 
reported data. 

1. Correction For Electron Scattering in the Detector 

Figure 25 illustrates the experimental procedure that was used to 
measure the correction for electron scattering in the detector. As shown in 
this figure, an additional thickness t 1 of scintillator material was introduced 
directly in front of the first counter, and quadruple coincidences were 
measured. The ratio (with its standard deviation) of the number 6f these 
coincidences when thickness t 1 was present to the number when it was absent 
was determined and is plotted for various thicknesses t' in Fig. 25. These 
measurements were made at two E 0 energy settings that define the positron
energy interval in which this correction would most seriously affect the 
measured pM value. We draw the conclusion that within the statistics of 
these measurements no correction is necessary for positron scattering in 
our detector. 

2. Effect of Muon-Density Distribution 

An effect that could seriously change the resolution of the spectrometer 
and therefore the determined value of pM is the distribution of muons within 
the target. We tested for this effect in our experiment by changing the size 
of the incident collimated proton beam (from 1/2 inch in diameter to 3/4 
inch in diameter). This was done first for a. lithium target 2- 3/8-inches in 
diameter and then for a target 1 inch in diameter. In both cases we found 
no significant changes in our intensity measurements that would arise from 
a possible variation of muon density. Table VIII illustrates this with the 
raw data obtained by use of the 2-3/ 8-inch target. 
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Fig. 25. Results from the experimental study of the correction to the 
measured intensity for positron scattering in the detector. 
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Table VIII 

Intensity measurements for beams of different sizes (counts minus acciden
tal background divided by magnetic field). (See page 31'.) 

Diameter of collimated proton beam 

1/2 inch 3/4 inch 

E' X(E0) (J X(E0) (J 
0 X X 

32.9 9.19 0.16 9. 17 0.30 
46.9 9.85 0.08 9.63 0.26 
50.5 6.10 0. 11 6. 15 0. 21 

We conclude that within the statistics of these measurements the 
assumption of a uniform muon-density distribution within the target intro
duces no serious systematic error in the calculation of our spectrometer 
resolution functions (:Appendix A). 

3. Pion "Flyback Effect 11 Background 

In our experiment there are pions that leave the target and remain 
trapped by the magnetic field in the region between the target and the 
detector (Fig. 2)o Some of these pions, or the muons that arise from their 
decay, return to the target before, the positron is born. The remaining 
pions decay into muons, which in turn decay into positrons outside the 
target. We give the name "flyback effect" to the influence of these positrons 
that originate in the magnetic gap outside the target (but not at the surfaces 
of the spectrometer geometry) on the measured intensit¥e s at the various 
E 0 values. We have calculated the effect of this source of positron on the 
resolution of the spectrometer. We find that its significance becomes 
apparent only when the proton-beam diameter is larger than the target 
diameter and at the same time the target diameter is very small. The 
target and proton- beam conditions that were chosen for the measurement 
of the pM parameter were such as to render negligible the effect of this 
positron source. Were this effect significant in our experiment and were it 
neglected, it would cause us to report too low a pM value. 

In addition to our calculations of the influence of the flyback effect on 
the resolution, we have conducted an experiment that could measure its 
presence. By reversing the polarity of the magnetic field one brings 
electrons into focus at the detector position. The sources: of these delayed 
electrons are the negative muons that arise from the decay of the trapped 
negative pions in this magnetic region. From measurements of negative 
and positive pion-production cross sections at low pion energies (as shown 
in Ref. 3e) a ratio of positive to negative pions is determined for the small 
range of energy for pions that give rise to the muons that decay into positron 
and electron sources. With this ratio and the electron measurements one 
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c3n estimate the contribution to the measured positron intensities of the fly
back effect at' ea~h E 0 value. The~e ~easurements ':'ere made at three E 0 
values. Our e stlmate of the contnbutlon was approx1mately 0. 2o/o. Calcula
tions yielded values less than O.lo/o for the targets that were used. 

4. Background Due to Pions Stbpping in the Detector 

There exists a very small low-energy interval containing pions that 
satisfy the same focusing' conditions as do the desired positrons. The energy 
of these pions is not sufficient to penetrate through the first scintillator until 
the energy setting of the spectrometer exceeds the maximum energy of 
positrons originating in the targeL ·From these pions positrons eventually 
arise that have a large probability of triggering the electronic system. If one 
neglected the effect of this positron source and if it were significant, it would 
result in an overestimate of the pM parameter. 

We have measured the magnitude of this positron source, at three E 0 
values, by the following procedure. First the spectrometer resolution was 
determined for pions that would reach the detector at the chosen E 0 positron
energy setting. This resolution function was used to decide on the thickness , 
of a CH2 pion-energy degrader that should be used at this E 0 setting to 
degrade the energy of these pions sufficiently that they would be deflected by 
the magnetic field and miss the first counter. As shown in Fig. 2, intensity 
measurements were made with absorber in and absorber out. Our measure
me.nts showed the positron intensity for absorber in lo/o less than the inten
sity wit~ abso~ber o.u~ at positron energy settings of E 0 = 33 ~nd 48 !"1ev. No 
chan.:ge 1n the 1ntens1t1es was observed at E·0 = 58 Mev, at wh1ch pos1tron 
setting the pions have sufficient energy to pass through the first counter. 
These measurements were accurate to 2o/o. We give significance to these 
measurements because at the two positron energy settings (E0 = 33 and 48 
Mev) both positron-intensity measurements with CH2 absorber in were low. 
In the reduction of our raw data a constant lo/o background was attributed to 
this effect ~ver the measured ~ange of posi.tron energ~es below E 0 - 58. Mev. 
Because th1s effect was small 1n our exper1ment, we 1gnored the slow ln
crease of this background with increasing E 0 settings for positrons. The 
increase of this background results from the increase in the pion-production 
cross section in"lthis pion energy region. 

5. Background from Pions Stopping in Pole- Tips 

The largest contribution to the background arises from pions stopping 
in the pole tips of the spectrometer. Equations expressing the focusing 
properties of the spectrometer show that the probability of particle detection 
increases with a decrease of the radius r 

0 
of the particle source, which is; 

measured from the axis of magnetic s"ymmetry. The contribution of this 
background to the measured positron intensities can be determined experi
mentally. Our procedure for measuring this contribution is illustr·ated in 
Fig. 26. In addition to this illustration, Figs. 1 and /2 are an aid to an 
under standing of the experimental procedure. 
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Shown in Fig. 26 is the configuration of the source that is used in 
these measurements. The original lithium target is positioned inside a 
thick-walled hollow cylindrical shield made of lead. This assembly is 
mounted on one side of the median plane of the. spectrometer. The wall of 
the lead cylinder is 2. 5 inches thick. This thickness is sufficient to stop 
all 

(a) positrons originating in the target that would be focused into the 
detector, 

(b) pions that are created in thy target and are emitted into space on the 
source side of the median plane (except those passing out from the magnet), 

(c) positrons eventually arising from pions that stop in the lead shield. 
Pions emitted .by the target into space opposite to the ·source side of the 
median plane embed themselves in the pole of the spectrometer. Some of 
the positrons that eventually arise because of the presence of these pions at 
the pole. are focused into the detector. 

We were able to make significant measurements of the contribution of 
this background to the measured intensity because of the large counting rates 
that are obtained in using a spiral- orbit spectrometer. Measurements of 
this contribution, as obtained by this method for one spectrometer geometry 
( 8' = 3 5°; 2-3/ 8-inch-diameter lithium target) are shown in Fig. 26. The 
best polynominal that represents this· set of data was obtained by least- squares 
fitting and the minimum- X 2 methods. We treated the result that arose from 
this polynominal expression as one-half the contribution of this background 
to the measured intensity at the desired E 0 value that was reported as raw 
data. As seen, th.e effect of this background on the raw data is very signif
icant in our experiment. Were this·background contribution ignored the 
reported pM value (as shown in Fig. 7) would have been between 0.68 and 
0.70. 

6. Background from Pions Stopping in the Counter Shield 

The most uncertain background in our experiment results from pions 
stopping in the lead shield that screens the counters from the secondary part
icles that are produced during target bombardment by a proton pulse 
(Figs. 2 and 27). In one of our unreported experiments we tried to eliminate 
this lead shield. Our true counting rates were thereupon seriously impaired 
by the necessary increase in the delay time between the proton pulse and 
the first gate during which counts were collected. In addition, the background 
contribution to the measured intensities from pions stopping in the magnetic 
poles also increased. Because of these serious disadvantages we chose to 
use this lead shield in our experiments. 

It is not practical to directly measure the contribution of this back
ground to the raw data.·· In our study of this background effect we first 
determined the resolution for the system shown in Fig. 27 when placed in 
the nonuniform magnetic field as illustrated by Fig. 4. We assumed a uni'
form positron-source distribution over the faces of the lead shield exposed 
to positive pions. Then, by folding this resolution into a modified. Michel 
distribution (Eq. (4)), we determined a curve representing the be~avior of 
the intensity of this background with positron-energy setting E 0. In this 
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Fig. 26. Measured background from pions stopping in spectrometer 
pole faces as a function of positron energy at the focus orbit. 
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from pions stopping in the lead detector shield. 
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study we used the Michel parameter pM = Oo 70. The intensity distribution 
that arises from these calculations .is very flat, so that no significant 
difference in shape results if the parameter PM is changed by± 0.05. In 
these studies we employed 

(a) a mechanical orbit plotter that traces out trajectories of a charged 
particle having a given momentum as it moves in a particular magnetic field 
distribution, 

(b) an IBM 6 50 computer. 

In our study of the resolution of the broad positron source as shown 
in Fig. 27 we considered not only the simple trajectories that are shown in 
this figure, but also the more complex trochoidal trajectories that might 
arise. The pr.obability of .detecting charged particles having these more 
complex trajectories is very small. This would not be true if a positron 
source could arise at the base of the lead shield. Since only negative pions 
can reach this base, no delayed-positron source can be emitted from this 
.surface. Shown also in Fig. 27 is the resolution for this geometry that arises 
from our calculations. The quoted errors indicate our estimate of the 
accuracy to which these calculations were carried. 

To determine the magnitude of this background we made measurements, 
during the regular experiment, of total background beyond the E 0 energy cut
off of the desired spectrum, as shown in Fig. 7. From this measured total 
background in the positron-energy region of E 0 2 57.5 Mev we subtracted 
the contribution of the background as is obtained for pions stopping in the 
poles of the magnet (Part 5cof this Appendix). The remaining background 
was considered to be from the lead shield. This residual background in the 
positron energy region of £:0 > 57.5 Mev was used to obtain the de sired 
normalization for the above calculated positron-intensity distribution as a 
function of E 0 that was obtained for a positron source from this lead shield. 
From this normalized disti"ibuti:on curve the contributions to the measured 
intensities of the background that results from pions stopping in the lead 
shield were determined in the positron energy region of E 0 < 57.5 Mev. 
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The determination of the muon mean lifetime depends on knowing 
the time ~idths of the gates and the dead times between them; which 
establish that particular moment - which we call the instant of the mean 
counting rate - at which we could represent by an instantaneous counting 
rate all the counts occurring within the duration of any one gate. 
(Because of the finite lifetime.of the particles, this time of the mean 
counting rate occurs before the midpoint of the gate duration.) We de
fine the time from "zero 11 up to this moment as th~ sum of 

·gate, 

of all 

of the 

(a) the delay, after the proton pulse, of the start of the first 

(b) the total of the ·time widths and dead times between the gates 
the foregoing gates, and . 

(d the time 'from the start of the gate in question 'until the instant 
mean counting rate. 

The absolute measure of time '{a~; is not important for. a life.:. 
time measurement. Its setting is governed by the magnitude of the 
accidental counting rate. We have measured Interval (b) by photographing 
the active time of each gate and the ·dead time between gates on a 
calibrated time scale. For a measure of the gate width the sine wave 
of a 10-megacycle Tektron:ix time-mark generator (accuracy 50 cycles 
per megacycle) was fed into the amplifier section of a Tektronix 517 
oscilloscope. The amplified signals were then used as input into the 
tandem gate uniL A Berkeley Instruments double-pulse generator 
triggered the tandem gate and also the sweep circuit of another 517 · 
Tektronix oscilloscope on which the output from each gate was 
displaYed. The display of each individual gate width was photographed 
together with the superimposed sine wave. Approximately twenty such 
oscilloscope displays were photographed ·for each gafe. ·Under magnif
ication we could see that the error of measuring the number of sine 
waves displayed during the active time of the gate was less than one-
half cycle. For each gate the active time was defined. as the time 
between the half height of the voltage ordinate during the start of the 
gate and that at the cutoff. In our reduction of the data we used the time 
width of each gate and its error as obtained from the arithmetic mean 
of these measurements. Each gate width was approximately two 
microseconds. The gate widths of the four gates were the same with= 
in 5o/o. 

The dead time between adjacent gates was measured in the same 
manner except for small modifications. In this measurement the sine 
wave of a 50-megacycle Tektronix time-mark generator was used. 
The signal from this source was fed directly to the oscilloscope. 
Superimposed on the same photograph were the rise and cutoff portions 
of the two adjacent gates. The number of sine waves displayed during 
the nonactive time between gates was measured under magnification. 
The arithmetic mean of such measurements was used as the dead time 
between gates. 
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Interval (c) is obtained by a calculation relating the counting 
rate for the measured gate width to the instantaneous counting rate 
corresponding to the decay rate for particles having the mean life in 
question. For exactly equal gate time widths no error is introduced in 
calculating the.time of Interval(c) by the assumed value of the mean 
lifetime, because a measurement of the lifetime is independent of the 
origin of the time scale-. An error of 10% in the assumed mean lifetime 
introduces a shift of approximately 1 o/o in the time given by Interval (c) 
for our system. . Because the gate time widths in our system are 
approximately equal, a 10% variation of the assumed mean life introduces 
a maximum error of 0. 001 microsecond in the time used for a particular 
gate. These errors, corresponding to errors in the time of the mean 
counting rate of a gate, do not influence the data appearing in Table II. 

In the treatment of our data we simplified our calculations of 
the mean lifetime by considering that there was no error. in the time; of 
the mean counting rate. This simplification introduces a maximum 
additional error of 0.005 J..LSec in the mean lifetime. This error is in 
addition to that obtained from a statistical treatment of the data in which 
errors from the time widths of gates and the number of counts are 
taken into account. We have allowed for this additional error in 
reporting the accuracy of the weighted mean value of the mean lifetime 
as given in Table II. 

Information Division 
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